Technology Integration and Distribution Center

Custom Integrations for Today’s Technology

You need technology that integrates seamlessly into your existing infrastructure, workflows, and processes. That’s why Connection® Public Sector Solutions has upgraded and rebranded our distribution facility in Wilmington, OH. Now known as the Technology Integration and Distribution Center (TIDC), this new name reflects the full capabilities of our world-class integration services—and our commitment to connecting you with technology solutions that exceed your expectations.

State-of-the-Art Custom Integration Center

Count on Connection to deliver custom integration services on your schedule. Our enhanced facility covers more than 42,000 square feet, with over 1000 live connections. This enables us to deliver the advanced services you’ve come to depend on today—with the speed and scalability you’ll need tomorrow.

The Connection TIDC is equipped with the latest technologies and powered by industry-leading methodologies, ensuring even the largest custom configuration orders are completed to your exact specifications and ready for overnight delivery to any of your locations, branches, or remote facilities nationwide. Our technicians maintain extensive certifications and authorizations from all major manufacturers, with more than 90% of the team holding one or more CompTIA certifications. Connection is dedicated to ongoing technology training, so our team stays current on the latest industry developments as well as advances in partner technologies and best practices.
Optimize Your Next IT Deployment with Integration Services

Connection® Public Sector Solutions offers complete solutions with every order—from the simple request to the complex—no order is too big or too small. Our integration teams have developed key services to provide you with the simplest, most effective methods to deploy your systems, saving you time and money.

Our Technology Integration and Distribution Center Offers:

• **Provisioning and Imaging**: By providing several methods of deployment, such as DISM, MDT, SCCM, and our own custom Connect Deploy tool, we can save you hundreds of staff hours in deployment time. Plus, ensure excellence in image consistency by having our experts build and maintain your image.

• **VPN-based Provisioning**: Setting up a point-to-point VPN connection between the TIDC and your facility enables us to provide complete provisioning services, including the capability to send a unit to your facility with plug-and-play functionality.

• **Deployment Hosting**: Utilizing VPN services, we provide you with a “virtual slice” in our facility to set up a complete SCCM environment or distribution points (MDT, DP). This allows us to deploy directly from your network, speeding the provisioning process and providing excellent quality controls.

• **White Glove (Google and Microsoft)**: White Glove enrollment services include the Chrome Enterprise or Microsoft AutoPilot/Intune solutions. This allows you to receive devices that are ready to use and ready to manage—right out of the box.

• **Mobile Provisioning**: The TIDC offers a wide array of mobile device provisioning and has experience with all major MDM environments, including AirWatch, Mobile Iron, SOTI, and using manufacturer-specific provisioning utilities, such as Samsung Knox and Zebra Stage Now.

• **Jamf Services**: Automate the processes and workflows related to the management of Apple devices from zero-touch to complex deployment. The TIDC offers setup and management of a Jamf Pro instance for easy deployment of all your macOS, iOS, and tvOS devices, and can offer customized deployment options suited to your specific business needs.

• **Remote Management**: Take the hassle out of managing your Apple devices. Using Jamf, we can assist with all aspects of provisioning new equipment and providing remote support to units in the field—including inventory reporting, self-service, compliance monitoring, policy enforcement, software distribution, and patch management.

• **Location in a Box**: Take advantage of one-stop shopping by sourcing all of your equipment from Connection. Our experts provision and test all units and send them directly to your location, in as few boxes as possible or on a skid. This greatly reduces your on-site staff setup time and saves you money because the units are out-of-box ready.

• **Asset Tagging and Data Capture**: Keep track of your important capital assets and save valuable administrative time with one of our multiple tagging solutions. We can utilize your organization’s existing label set or create one for you, from simple white labels with digit codes to sturdier tags with colored logos.

• **Kitting/Reverse Kit Solutions**: Our experts can prepare custom kits for your new users. Let us image your systems, ship them, and include additional items that might be required, such as networking equipment or setup documentation.

• **Laser Engraving**: The TIDC can perform laser engraving services that feature your own artwork, adding a layer of device security and increasing your brand awareness.

• **Inventory Planning and Rollout**: Let us manage the logistics of a rollout, securely store newly purchased equipment, and custom tailor a delivery schedule. We can also store your hardware standards and software images, giving you the ability to easily expedite replacements for broken, worn out, or lost equipment.

• **Document/Printing Insertion Service**: Insert a printed set of customized instructions with each product or kit. Our configuration specialists will work with you to develop the documentation your end users need, from answers to common questions to instructions on how to connect a new device to the network.

• **Custom Packing**: To save you significant time in unboxing and waste management, we can remove products from manufacturer packaging and place them in case packs specially engineered to meet your needs.

Need assistance integrating technology into your organization? Let our experts help streamline the configuration, deployment, and support of your IT today.

1.800.800.0019

Learn more at [www.connection.com/ps](http://www.connection.com/ps)